CHAMBER MUSIC

by Arthur Kopit

VAR. V. Minore.

cameo theatre
chamber music

by Arthur Kopit

Cast of Characters

WOMAN WHO PLAYS RECORDS          KATHY SELKE
WOMAN IN SAFARI OUTFIT             MARSHA L. COLEMAN
GIRL IN GOSSAMER DRESS             CAROLE ALEXANDRA BROGDON
WOMAN IN AVIATRIX'S OUTFIT         AILEEN McCORMACK
WOMAN IN QUEENLY SPANISH GARB      LAURIE KILPATRICK
WOMAN IN ARMOR                      SHEILA SACCONE
WOMAN WITH GAVEL                    KATE STAFFORD
MAN IN WHITE                        AL ALLEN
HIS ASSISTANT                       GEORGE D. GREENBERG

This production is presented as part of
the first annual Los Angeles City College
Arts Festival.
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